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The volatility experienced since the start of the 
Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020 has largely been 
a positive development for alpha-hunting hedge fund 

managers who were able to take advantage of the arbitrage 
opportunities available. However, various market forces 
saw those at extreme ends of the investment approaches 
come under pressure – causing the convergence of quanti-
tative and fundamental philosophies to rise in appeal.

The spectrum of investment approaches is very diverse 
– with fundamental investors using traditional metrics like 
balance sheet evaluations at one end, and strictly quant 
managers whose investment decisions are driven by sta-
tistical models.

“The investment spectrum has shifted in an incredible 
way. People who were purely fundamental investors are 
being pushed to use new data sources and the quant 
side is starting to understand the value of the human 
element,” says Michael Perlow, founder of Epsilon Asset 
Management.

An article by S&P Global Market Intelligence outlines 
some of the reasons why the pandemic has driven the 
need for the two approaches to come together – particu-
larly for the fundamental analysts to move towards the use 
of alternative data.

As regulators extended filing deadlines, investors rely-
ing on company guidance and financial reports had to 
wait longer than usual to access the information. Further, 
auditors and accountants struggled to assess inventory, 
account receivables, and revenues. “When reports are ulti-
mately filed, they may have reflected an environment from 
the recent past which bears little resemblance to current 
conditions. Corporate decision-makers often lack visibility 
into their own supply chains as the situation on the ground 
is so fluid that they lack the tools to make reliable fore-
casts,” the data provider notes.

“Following such a structural break, there is a need for 
timely, forward-looking information that may fill the gap left 
by the absence of familiar tools,” the article continues.

Quant funds also faced their own struggles. Having 
underperformed between 2018 and 2020, in what some 
have described as a “dark winter” for the sector, these 
funds were under pressure to deliver throughout the 
pandemic. However, data suggests some of these 
machine-driven funds missed the mark. 

Through the end of November 2020, hedge funds overall 
were up over 6 percent according to PivotalPath’s Composite 
Index. However, quant funds, as measured by the PivotalPath 
Quant Equity Index, were down over 6 percent.

Quantamental approach 
gains ground

By A. Paris

http://www.hedgeweek.com
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PivotalPath CEO Jonathan Caplis commented: “What’s 
gone under the radar is that most quant strategies haven’t 
made much money in several years. They make up 55 
percent of funds that have posted losses since 2016; these 
strategies were supposed to revolutionise trading but they 
didn’t do that.” 

Against this backdrop, its not a surprise that the rise of 
so-called “quantamental” investing is being heralded as a 
compromise.

“Returns motivate behaviour more than most other fac-
tors, thus our clients have certainly seen the performance 
benefits of combining a quantitative approach with a fun-
damental way of investing,” highlights Alexander Chadwick, 
vice president of sales engineering at Novus, a portfolio 
intelligence and data automation platform leveraged by 
both allocators and managers, across all asset classes. 

“The Covid-19 pandemic has also led to increasing vol-
atility and more froth in the market. This is promoting a 
focus on leading indicators as investors are trying to stay 
ahead of market-moving information. Also, as competi-
tion increases, managers value being able to tell a better 
story supported by quantitative information,” Chadwick 
continues.

Making the change
Balyasny Asset Management outlines the growth of this 
approach: “The term “quantamental” has been increasingly 
used to describe the convergence of fundamental and sys-
tematic investing. Driven by the explosion in data over the last 
decade, open-source computing and the continual search for 
alpha, our portfolio managers and their analysts are blending 
the best elements of these two distinct approaches to help 
deliver consistent returns to our investors.”

“I would think that having fundamental analysts and 
quants working together is probably the optimal strategy,” 
remarks Perlow. “However, it can sometimes be as though 
both sets of professionals are speaking different lan-
guages. Therefore, although this divide is certainly closing, 
you still need to have professionals like product managers 
or specialists who can act as a bridge between the two 
approaches.”

Deepali Vyas, senior client partner and global head of 
the AI and FinTech practices at executive search firm Korn 
Ferry, agrees with the need to invest in change manage-
ment to “bridge the divide between traditional approaches 
and an even greater reliance on analytics.” She under-
scores that the organisational aspects of introducing the 
approach can be daunting. “These include large up-front 
costs, scarce talent, a lack of definitional clarity around 
quantamental processes, and the worry that traditional ana-
lysts (professionals steeped in years of experience with 
fundamental investing) will view the new system as a risk, 
not a useful tool,” Vyas writes in an article.

Perlow recommends managers considering this 

approach to be fully committed to making it work and be 
willing to adapt their processes and systems to help the 
transition. He says: “I’ve seen fundamental managers hire 
data scientists to augment their fundamental approach. 
However, they sometimes did not have the infrastructure 
set up with this in mind. 

“For example, I’ve consulted with hedge funds which 
only use excel documents. From a data management per-
spective, this is just one step up from using pen and paper, 
which is a challenge for any data scientist.”

Some firms may be better placed to benefit from a quan-
tamental approach. Chadwick outlines: “Managers that 
already have access to a very strong administrator and 
clean data are set up to succeed. Also, those with a longer 
history and a higher number of trades are probably better 
equipped to employ this approach, simply because they 
have more data available.”

He also underscores the importance of the cultural 
dimension: “A layer of behavioural introspection is key. If 
you don’t have people at the top supporting this shift, then 
it probably won’t happen.” n

What’s gone under the radar is that most 
quant strategies haven’t made much 
money in several years. They make up 
55 percent of funds that have posted 
losses since 2016; these strategies were 
supposed to revolutionise trading but they 
didn’t do that.

Jonathan Caplis, PivotalPath
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Most hedge fund managers have 
taken action to protect their firm’s 
data from external attacks. However, 

there is a growing recognition of the impor-
tance of shielding the firm from risks which 
can breed within the firm itself, and also pro-
tecting data in transit particularly in the hybrid 
working environment most of the world cur-
rently finds itself in. 

“In a hybrid working environment it is impor-
tant to use tools not only to protect users and 
data, but also to ultimately safeguard the firm,” 
highlights George Ralph, Global Managing 
Director & CRO at RFA. “Understanding the 
way data is being used by people within a firm 
is critical to protect against potential internal 
bad actors.” 

For example, when the data arrives at the 
endpoint, firms need to know how that data 
is being used and kept secure by the user. 
“There are several questions managers need 
to consider, such as – Should the user be able 
to send the data on? Is there is two factor 
authentication process in place to access the 
data? Should the data be sent as a read only 
file or so that the document expires after a 
certain amount of time?” Having a detailed 
understanding of the answers to these 
questions will help outline a robust data man-
agement strategy.

According to Ralph, another area for con-
cern is how data is being kept secure in 
transit: “We might think the data is secure in 
the data warehouse and at the endpoint, but 

Managers must have a 
strong 360-degree view 

of their data
Interview with George Ralph, RFA

http://www.hedgeweek.com
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Ralph comments: “The focus around decen-
tralised cybersecurity shows no signs of 
abating. External bad actors are becoming 
more professional, more focussed and have 
access to market leading tech. A strong tech-
nical, process and people based programme 
can prevent attack. AI and machine learning 
tools can support a strong cyber governance 
programme.”

He outlines that most funds aren’t big 
enough to warrant the technical expertise 
necessary to run their infrastructure in house: 
“This is where tech partners like RFA come in. 
Outsourcing is a big part of most funds strat-
egies and accepted by the regulator as a part 
of strategic business modelling.

“As funds move more towards digitising 
operational processes, an outsourced partner 
makes sense. Managers need to focus on 
finding the right tech partner, who works with 
funds with a similar strategy which allows the 
fund to benefit from their experience of sup-
porting others with their digital transformation 
strategies.”

In view of this, RFA has always been a 
vocal supporter of public cloud solutions. 
Ralph says this allows the firm to build scala-
ble solutions for clients.

Regarding future evolution of the way 
managers communicate and share 
information, Ralph says: “I think most 
fund managers now have the right 
collaboration tools in place, like 
Teams and SharePoint. The next 
step is learning how to get the best 
from those tools and to change the 
way people communicate. It’s time 
to move away from emails and use 
Teams to share documents in a 
more secure environment.” n

we need to also consider the data journey. 
“Understanding what data a firm holds, 

where is it, how it travels and how it is used is 
key to an effective data management strategy. 
I think that some firms would struggle to know 
the answer to all of those points.”

Having a holistic grasp on data is key. Ralph 
explains: “If a firm suffers a data breach, the 
regulator will ask for a report on how the infil-
tration happened and what the effect of the 
breach was. In these circumstances, a firm 
would need to have a good understanding of 
their overarching data management strategy in 
order to answer the regulator’s questions, so it 
is key to have a 360 degree view of your data.”

Firms may need to expand the type of 
data they currently consider when taking this 
all-encompassing view. In light of the grow-
ing calls by investors for firms to report on 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
factors, managers will most likely need to 
manage additional data sets to cover this. This 
development can present a number of chal-
lenges. Ralph notes: “ESG data doesn’t have 
specific benchmarks and different data provid-
ers measure ESG in different ways, so reading 
the data and making recommendations can 
be time consuming. The data can also be 
expensive, so an effective strategy allows the 
manager to get the best out of it.”

Regulation and the way forward
As observed earlier, regulation has a role to 
play in the way hedge fund firms manage their 
data. A strong focus on operational processes 
and procedures is a good place to start, as 
this will help deliver the detail required to make 
the right decision in terms of digitisation. 

In Ralph’s view, data management strat-
egies can have a really positive impact on 
regulatory reporting: “You are able to digitise 
a large part of the reporting obligations. This, 
in turn, allows firms to pull back time and cost 
which can be focussed on other parts of the 
business.”

He says platforms and apps play a large 
part here too as they have the ability to record 
calls and messages for regulatory purposes 
and read and store data for reporting.

Most firms have now centralised their data 
management, which underscores the impor-
tance of understanding of data. They have 
also decentralised their cybersecurity – an 
evolution which requires careful attention. 

George Ralph
Managing Director, RFA

George Ralph CITP, has successfully founded three technology firms along 
with C-level advisory services include M&A to numerous firms. George is 
a true leader and has been managing teams internationally, and leading 
technology transformation projects for over 20 years. A certified GDPR, Cyber 
assessor, Auditor, Architect and widely experienced cybersecurity and RegTech 
professional, George has extensive technical experience in network and server 
architecture, large scale migrations utilising leading technology brands, and 
IaaS offerings.
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Natural Language Processing (NLP) can 
enhance ESG Investing in a variety of 
ways, from building alpha-generat-

ing strategies to monitoring controversy risk 
across portfolios. 

Investors can make the most of the global 
trend in ESG investing using NLP technology, 
such as that developed by RavenPack, the 
company I work for. 

RavenPack generates analytics by scanning 
online news, identifying entities, tying them 
to events, and then calculating sentiment. It 
has a rich ESG event taxonomy covering a 
wide range of controversies, from news about 
companies being fined for pollution, to labor 
disputes, to lawsuits. 

This enables the large-scale tracking of 
controversies, covering millions of listed and 
non-listed companies, in multiple languages, 
from both local and international sources. 

The power of nowcasting
One advantage of our data is that ESG senti-
ment can provide a complement to ‘traditional’ 
ESG ratings. 

Many ratings are updated infrequently and a 
key advantage of using news sentiment is that 
a company’s ESG score can be nowcasted, 
providing the basis for real-time monitoring. 

Trading ESG
ESG investing has increased in popularity not 
only because a new generation of investors 
are more sustainability-conscious, but also 
because of growing evidence that highly-rated 
ESG companies tend to outperform their 
lesser-rated counterparts. 

Our own research found that adding 
a news sentiment overlay can further 
enhance results. For stocks with a high 
ESG rating, those with positive senti-
ment tended to outperform those with 
negative sentiment. 

Similarly for stocks with a low rating, those 
exhibiting negative sentiment tended to do 
comparatively worse than those with positive 
sentiment. 

Market overreactions
Investors’ growing focus on ESG factors has 
been responsible for the evolution of peculiar 
market phenomena. 

After studying market reactions following 
negative ESG news events researchers from 
Monash University, isolated a recurring market 
pattern that could provide the basis for a prof-
itable trading strategy. 

Initial findings covered US stocks only, how-
ever, after broadening their study they found 
similar evidence globally, though the tendency 
was strongest in more efficient markets. 

The ‘tick-shaped’ pattern started with the 
company’s share price falling steeply after 
the release of the negative ESG news. It then 
drifted higher over the subsequent medi-
um-term. They described this as a ‘market 
overreaction’ due to investors increasing 
aversion to stocks tainted by negative ESG 
headlines. It was caused by the widespread 
offloading of such stocks due to managers 
trying to meet their clients’ ESG investment 
mandates. 

The pattern could be used as part of an 
“Engagement Strategy” whereby the inciting 
incident would trigger activist investors to have 
a conversation with the management team of 
the company undergoing the controversy, to 

prompt them to take action to resolve the 
issue. This could potentially lead 

to the investor buying the drift 
higher, or simply keeping the 
company in their portfolio. 

ESG and risk mitigation
In the realm of risk, research 
shows that a company’s 

NLP and sentiment: A new 
tool for ESG investors 

By Peter Hafez

R AV E N PAC K
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ESG rating can materially impact its credit rating. 
In one study RavenPack’s ESG event taxonomy was 

used to screen for company material credit events which 
were then cross-referenced with the same companies’ ESG 
scores. The study concluded that the lower the ESG rating, 
the higher the incidence of credit events. 

One explanation was that poor ESG risk management 
tended to be indicative of poor risk management in general, 
leading to a lower credit-rating. 

Emerging themes 
NLP-based analytics can be used in the early identification 
of emerging market themes that might materially impact a 
portfolio’s risk profile. 

New market narratives often show up as ‘abnormali-
ties’ in news data. Real-world examples include the radical 
policy shift on climate-change after the election of the 
Biden administration, the emergence of the “Black Lives 
Matter” movement, or the “MeToo campaign”. 

By using keywords identifying these themes and topics, 
analysts can track their evolution and quickly evaluate how 
to protect investments. 

Events relating to the topics can be codified into the 
AI’s NLP for future identification. This can lead to the 
development of highly actionable alerts and automated 
decision-rules. Novel events can easily be integrated for 
future tracking. 

Big data use cases 
There are many creative get-arounds analysts can use 
when conducting ESG analyses using Big Data and NLP-
driven analytics. 

One example might be how to measure employee sat-
isfaction, a contributing factor to a company’s ‘Social’ 
performance. In most businesses employee satisfaction is 
measured via internal surveys or by using HR applications 
inaccessible to outsiders. An alternative might be to use 
Big Data and NLP to scan satisfaction reviews and ratings 
by employees on the jobsite Glassdoor.com.

Network graphs
The fallout from ESG controversies often leads to a ripple 
effect impacting many related assets. Sometimes this takes 
investors by surprise as hidden connections surface. To 
better prepare, investors can map company interrelation-
ships using what are known as Network Graphs built on 
comentions in the news. 

Network graphs highlight relationships with suppliers, 
customers, competitors, or other entities. They provide an 
idea of the strength, breadth and depth of ties. Journalistic 
digging can uncover hidden connections that it would be 
beyond the scope of a portfolio manager to find. 

The tech giant Alphabet’s links with carmakers provides 
an example. In 2007 its network was composed of only one 

relationship – with GM, for financial reasons – fast-forward 
10 years and it was connected to over 20 carmakers. This 
was because the company had become a technology pro-
vider to the autonomous car market, highlighting a shift in 
product strategy, with implications for its ESG profile. 

Conclusion 
The ESG investment revolution marks a historic turning 
point in global finance, and news analytics data gives 
investors a rich and comprehensive dataset to make the 
most of the new trend. 

From providing strategies to generate alpha, to mon-
itoring individual company ESG profiles, mapping 
interrelationships, to identifying emerging themes; news 
analytics data provides a wide coverage of the ESG space, 
making it an indispensable addition to any serious inves-
tor’s toolkit. n

Peter Hafez
Chief Data Scientist, RavenPack

Peter Hafez is the head of data science at RavenPack. Since 
joining RavenPack in 2008, he’s been a pioneer in the field of 
applied news analytics bringing alternative data insights to the 
world’s top banks and hedge funds. Peter has more than 15 years 
of experience in quantitative finance with companies such as 
Standard & Poor’s, Credit Suisse First Boston, and Saxo Bank. 
He holds a Master’s degree in Quantitative Finance from Sir John 
Cass Business School along with an undergraduate degree in 
Economics from Copenhagen University. Peter is a recognised 
speaker at quant finance conferences on alternative data and 
AI, and has given lectures at some of the world’s top academic 
institutions including London Business School, Courant Institute of 
Mathematics at NYU, and Imperial College London.
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